Use of local image information in depth edge classification by humans and neural networks 
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Luminance and color cues for edge depth classification Results: Depth edge classification
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Observers were shown a small square color image patch centred at each edge (width = 8-32 px = 0.6-2.4°) and asked to classify the edge as a "depth" or "nondepth" edge. Distinguishing edges caused by a change in depth from other types of edges and establishing figure-ground are important problems in early vision. We compare the performance of humans and a convolutional neural network (CNN) on this task.
Convolutional neural network 128 Label
Conclusions
We project images over a uniform sampling of the view sphere and use a multiscale edge detector [2] to find luminance edges in each view. To identify "depth" and "non-depth" edges, we characterize the 3D surface at the edge:
Identify two LiDAR samples about 0.14° to either side of the edge. Use an adaptive multiscale surface fitting method [1] to estimate local planar approximations to the surfaces at these two points and identify the set of LiDAR samples which are inliers on each plane. crease (planes intersect between the two view vectors). Otherwise, mark edges as "depth." 
Human-model agreement
Decision variable correlation (DVC) [3] was used to measure agreement between human observers and the CNN. DVC uses a signal detection framework to model the similarity between two observers in a 2AFC task. Correlation between human observers and CNN is above chance but lower than human-human agreement.
a 0.6° window around the edge, but figure-ground discrimination requires a wider view around the edge.
Human and CNN judgements are highly correlated and rely in part on luminance and color contrast cues.
there are important determinants of human judgements that the CNN model does not capture. Accuracy is only slightly higher for edges labeled "depth" with high confidence (confidence score in the upper half of the distribution of scores from this observer).
Observers show a bias towards labeling the darker side of the edge as "figure," although this is not a reliable cue (the lighter side is figure in 51% of edges).
Slope of human-CNN DVC over patch size is significantly different from 0 in Exp. 1(t(7) = 2.65, p = 0.03) and Exp. 2 (t(5) = 3.09, p = 0.03).
Slope of human-human agreement is not significantly different from 0 (Exp. 1: t (7) 
Local cues
We examine the discriminative power of two kinds of local luminance and color cues:
Edge features
Response of a Gaussian derivative filter centered at and aligned with the edge.
Patch features
Response of an isotropic Gaussian filter centered at the edge. edge discrimination. Contrast cues are the best individual local cues to depth. Performance is highest when contrast is measured in a small region ( °).
Decision variable correlations between the log likelihood ratio of local edge cues and "depth" responses in Experiment 2 show that both human and CNN responses are most associated with contrast cues. We compared human edge depth classification to the performance of a CNN trained on 200,000 edge patches from 40 scenes not used in the behavioral experiment. 
